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Quantum Oscillations in the Layered Perovskite Superconductor Sr2RuO4
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We report a comprehensive study of magneto-oscillatory phenomena in the normal state of Sr2RuO4,
the first layered perovskite superconductorsTc > 1 Kd not based on copper. The form of the
quasiparticle spectrum observed may be interpreted in terms of an almost two-dimensional Fermi liqu
model which is consistent with Luttinger’s theorem and successfully predicts bulk thermodynamic and
transport properties at low temperatures. A study of the spectra and transport along thec axis provides
insights into the different normal state and superconducting behavior of Sr2RuO4 and the cuprates.
[S0031-9007(96)00174-3]
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A decade of intensive research on the cuprate su
conductors and related systems has raised fundam
challenges to our understanding of the metallic state.
surprising development is the realization that not o
the superconducting but also the normal phases can
hibit properties which are difficult to reconcile with th
standard (Fermi liquid) description. A number of mech
nisms for the breakdown of at least some of the pre
tions of the usual Fermi liquid model have been propos
but their applicability to the cuprates remains controv
sial. Some of the proposals stress the unique chemist
the planar Cu-O bond [1] while a common theme in ma
of the others is the importance of reduced dimensio
ity. The latter favors long range effective interactions b
tween the quasiparticles which can lead to an instab
of the standard Fermi liquid state or at least to temp
ature sT d dependences of physical properties at varia
with those normally associated with this state. Perh
the most novel of these proposals is that of Anderson
in which a singular quasiparticle pseudopotential ari
quite generally in a two-dimensional system at not
low a density due to the reduced phase space availabl
recoil in collisions, an effect which in higher dimensio
tends to stabilize the normal Fermi liquid.

Experimental constraints on these models come
only from studies of the cuprates, but also of other rela
layered perovskites which share with them a quasi-t
dimensional structure, but differ in other details. Of p
ticular interest is the recently discovered supercondu
Sr2RuO4 [3] which has a similar crystal structure to th
parent compound, La2CuO4, of one of the best studie
families of the cuprate superconductors, La22xSrxCuO4,
but has four valence electrons (for Ru41) instead of one
hole per formula unit.

In stoichiometric La2CuO4 the holes in a starting ha
filled dsx2 2 y2d-ps band undergo a transition to a Mo
insulating state with spin1y2 per formula unit, and
0031-9007y96y76(20)y3786(4)$10.00
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finite conductivity is achieved only upon doping. For
corresponding description of Sr2RuO4, it is convenient
to begin with the isostructural and isoelectronic relati
Sr2FeO4 in which the four valence electrons that i
a starting model occupy threedsxy, xz, yzd-pp orbitals
undergo a Mott transition to an insulator with a hig
spin. Finite conductivity might be achieved by th
application of pressure which leads to the broaden
of the d bands [4], or as in the present case via t
replacement of Fe by Ru for which thed orbitals are
more extended. Stoichiometric Sr2RuO4, which may
thus be viewed a conductor not far removed from
Mott insulating state, shares with the cuprates a stro
anisotropy in the resistivity (rcyrab . 500 at low T ) and
hence provides us with an example in which the role
reduced dimensionality in a system of highly correlat
electrons may be investigated without the complicati
features of disorder found in randomly doped materials

The high purity of the samples which have been pr
duced and its low upper critical field make Sr2RuO4 well
suited for a first comprehensive investigation of qua
particle excitations in the normal state of a layered p
ovskite conductor by means of quantum oscillations
the resistivity (the Shubnikov–de Haas effect) or of t
magnetization (the de Haas–van Alphen effect) as a fu
tion of magnetic fieldB. These oscillatory phenomen
arise from the quantization of cyclotron motion of charg
carriers in planes normal toB and can provide us with
a detailed description of the Fermi surface together w
the cyclotron massesm of carriers on the individual Fermi
surface sheets. The oscillations are periodic in1yB with a
frequencyF which yields the areaA of an extremal Fermi
surface cross section normal toB via the Onsager relation
A  2peFyh̄. For our discussion it will be useful to de
fine anaverageFermi wave vector askF ;

p
Ayp. The

amplitude is expected to be exponentially damped w
increasing values ofX  2p2kBTyh̄vc and rcyl, where
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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the
vc  eBym is the cyclotron frequency,rc  h̄kFyeB is
an average cyclotron radius, andl is the carrier mean free
path on the Fermi surface sheet concerned. The pre
tion of Fermi liquid theory for the form of this attenuatio
factor, namely, exps2prcyldXy sinhX, has been found to
be in accord with experiments in a wide range of cor
lated electron systems studied thus far in which the va
of m can be enhanced by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude o
that predicted by standard band theory.

Investigations in these layered perovskites have b
hampered by strong attenuation of the amplitude due
scattering (i.e., smalll) in the randomly doped systems
and in the intrinsically doped materials (e.g., YBa2Cu3O7

or YBa2Cu4O8) by the high critical magnetic fields which
prevent accessing the normal (nonsuperconducting) s
at low T except with impulsive field methods based o
explosive flux concentration techniques, the developm
of which is currently the subject of active research [5].

Sr2RuO4 is the only layered perovskite system know
to us which does not suffer from these technical lim
tations. Conducting samples may be produced with
random doping and hence with low residual resistiviti
(rab > 1 mV cm for our samples grown via the floatin
zone technique [3,6]) and the low upper critical fie
(below 0.05 T withB along thec axis) enables us to
access the normal state at very lowT with a low noise
superconducting magnet system. We have measuredrab

and the field derivative≠2My≠B2 of the magnetizationM
as a function of temperature and magnetic fieldB between
20 mK and 1.2 K and up to 18 T. Shown in Fig. 1 a
typical results for the weak oscillatory components
≠2My≠B2 in the range near 18 T at 20 mK. The Fouri
transform of≠2My≠B2 as a function of1yB, presented in
Fig. 2, reveals the existence of three fundamental pe
labeled a, b (a splitting of which is clearly resolved)
and g, together with a harmonic2a. Measurements
of the variation of the frequencies as a function of t
angle u betweenB and thec axis of the crystal find

FIG. 1. de Haas–van Alphen oscillations in≠2My≠B2 de-
tected with the field modulation technique in the dc field ran
15–18 T at 20 mK.
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FIG. 2. Fourier transform of the data of Fig. 1 revealing thr
fundamental componentsa, b, andg, plus a harmonic2a. A
splitting expected from slight modulations of the Fermi surfa
sheets along thec axis is clearly resolved forb and may be
inferred for a via a beat pattern seen in long sweeps betwe
5 and 18 T; the data offer only an upper bound forg which
is detected only in the narrow field range 17–18 T. Ins
Temperature variation of the amplitude of theb component
(symbols) and that predicted by Fermi liquid theory (solid lin
in which the only free parameter ism (see text). Values ofm
obtained are shown in Table I.

largely a1y cossud dependence, confirming that the thre
branches correspond to three essentially cylindrical she
of the Fermi surface. However, beats in the spectrum a
the detailed orientation dependence of all three branc
reveal tiny modulations in the cross sectional areas of
cylinders along thec axis that can provide us with insight
into the out of plane properties.

It is interesting that the highest frequency detectedsgd
is much larger than any observed thus far in other tw
dimensional metals. Since the amplitude is damped
ponentially with increasing frequency, components su
as b and g in Sr2RuO4 are normally very weak and ex
tremely difficult to detect in metallurgically complex sys
tems in whichl tends to be small ( i.e., typically below
103 Å). We also note that the three componentsa, b,
and g are observed not only in≠2My≠B2, but also, al-
beit with weaker signal to noise, inrab (b and g, in
particular, are the highest frequency components thus
detected via theresistivityin any metal).

Existence of magneto-oscillatory phenomena, in itse
is not sufficient to provide unequivocal support fo
the validity of a Fermi liquid description. Quantum
oscillations are also expected to survive in a non-Ferm
liquid state if, e.g., the field is high enough that char
carriers, though not necessarily in stationary states, ha
finite probability of completing a cyclotron orbit withou
decay. A more searching test of the applicability
Fermi liquid theory results from examining the detaile
dependence of the spectrum of the oscillations onT andB
and by comparing parameters obtained from the spect
and properties inferred by other techniques.

We begin with an examination of the temperatu
dependence of the amplitude which, as shown in
3787
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inset of Fig. 2, does indeed follow closely the for
given above for a Fermi liquid with well defined (i.e
T and B independent) cyclotron mass. Compariso
with predictions of standard band calculations (Fig.
show, however, thatm is enhanced in all cases b
a factor of 3–4, indicating that electron correlatio
are important [7]. The simplicity of the Fermi surfac
allows us to make further key tests of the intern
consistency of the Fermi liquid description. From th
measured cyclotron masses (Table I) we deduce, i
two-dimensional model for the Fermi surface, a line
coefficient of the heat capacity (pNAk2

Ba2my3h̄2, where
a is the lattice parameter of 3.86 Å andNA is Avogadro’s
number) of 5.0, 9.7, and 17.6 in units of mJyK2 mol
for a, b, and g, respectively, and hence a total 3
in broad agreement with the range of values (30–4
inferred from bulk heat capacity data on metallic samp
[5,8]. Also, if, guided by band theory ([9] and Fig. 3
we associatea with holesand b and g with electrons,
having fractional volumesk2

Fa2y4p in the Brillouin zone
of 0.108, 0.457, and 0.667, respectively, the obser
Fermi surface sheets correspond to four electrons in
Brillouin zone to an accuracy of 1% [10]. This is i
keeping with the prediction of Luttinger’s theorem that th
Fermi volume is conserved even in the presence of str
electron interactions. The magnetic field depende
of the amplitude yields Dingle temperaturessTDd or
mean free paths similar to those deduced from transp
measurements, although the presence of long-period b
in the spectrum complicates the analysis [11].

Other properties consistent with a conventional d
scription include theT 2 dependence of bothrab and rc

observed below approximately 25 K [6], and the BC
Gorkov form of the temperature variation of the upp
critical field Hc2 [12]. We stress, however, that bul
properties may not identify a Fermi liquid state witho

FIG. 3. Observed frequencies as a function of the orientat
of B are consistent with a Fermi surface (FS) composed of t
large electron cylinders (b andg) centered on theGZ line and
one narrow hole cylindersad running along the corners of the
body centered tetragonal Brillouin zone, as expected from b
theory. A number of calculations based on the local dens
approximation (LDA) for the lattice potential all lead to simila
models of the FS [9]. This shows a typical result for th
three FS sheets. Values of the calculated FS parameters
compared with experiment in Table I.
3788
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ambiguity. A T2 variation of the resistivity, in particu-
lar, may arise even when the quasiparticle relaxation r
has a highly anomalous energy and temperature dep
dence over most or all parts of the Fermi surface [2,1
Taken together, however, the thermodynamic, transp
and Fermi surface properties would seem to suggest th
Fermi liquid description of some sort provides a consist
account of Sr2RuO4 in the temperature and field ranges
the experiments described thus far. Quantum oscillat
studies of the highly anisotropic organic BEDT and E
salts have also been interpreted in terms of a Fermi liq
model [14], but an important difference between Sr2RuO4

and the organics is that the carrier concentrations in
organics are much smaller.

This apparent simplicity is remarkable for highly co
related electrons not far removed from a Mott insulati
state and confined primarily in two dimensions. It is po
sible that an anomalous conducting state may be indu
in Sr2RuO4 by “tuning” closer to the cross over betwee
the conducting and insulating states (provided the tran
tion is not too strongly first order) or by generating mo
strictly two-dimensional conduction. In fact, an examin
tion of transport in the third direction reveals an intriguin
difference between Sr2RuO4 and the cuprates.

A plausible self-consistent criterion for a three
dimensional band description leading to an anisotro
Fermi liquid is that the conventional mean free path alo
the c axis, lc  yctc, whereyc is the rms group veloc-
ity along thec direction on the Fermi surface andtc is
the relaxation time, is greater than the interlayer sp
ing. To estimatelc we consider an energy dispersio
for each band near the Fermi level of the element
form d´k  h̄2kFdkFym 2 2t cosskcjcy2d, where t,
kc, and c represent, respectively, a hopping matrix e
ment, the wave vector, and the body centered tetrago
lattice parameter (12.7 Å) along thec axis, andj is an
integer which may be set to 2 for a minimal descri
tion of La2CuO4. In general,j  1 and 2 terms can
be important for electron surfaces such asb and g in
Sr2RuO4, but in the following we retain thej  2 ap-
proximation for simplicity. Thent is defined by the
splittings in the branches viat  h̄2kFDkFy4m, and
hence all of the parameters enteringd´k (i.e., kF , m, and
t) may be inferred from our Fermi surface data (Table
[15]. An elementary analysis now yieldsyc 

p
2 tcyh̄,

and conductivitiessab  e2ykk2
Ftymlypc and sc 

4e2cykt2mtclyp h̄4, where k l denotes an average ove
y bands.

In the following we settc  t, which is physically
reasonable sinceyF  h̄kFym .. yc. Taking y  1,
we then find lc  l

p
raby2rc, and l  h̄kFtym 

h̄
p

pcyn ye2rab, where n is the carrier density. From
known values ofrab, rc, andn for the cuprates (among
which examples may be found whererc vs T has either
positive or negative slopes at lowT ) lc is in all cases less
than the interlayer spacingscy2d, and hencethe above
consistency condition is violated.
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TABLE I. Measured and calculated Fermi surface parame
for Sr2RuO4. The uncertainties in the measured frequenc
and cyclotron masses are 1% and 5%, respectively.

a b g

FrequencyF skT d 3.05 12.7 18.5
AveragekF sÅ21d 0.302 0.621 0.750
DkFykF s%d 0.21 1.3 ,0.9
Cyclotron masssmed 3.4 6.6 12.0

Band calc.F skT d 3.4 13.4 17.6
Band calc.DkFykF s%d 1.3 1.1 0.34
Band masssmed 1.1 2.0 2.9

For Sr2RuO4, in which y  3, a check on this con-
sistency condition may be made for each band individ
ally with the aid of our Fermi surface data. From th
above analysis, we may rewritelc  lcDkFy2

p
2. At low

T , in the impurity scattering limit, it is a good approx
mation to takel to be independent of band and, for o
sample withrab , 1 mV cm, it is approximately equa
to 103 Å. Using values ofDkF from Table I we findlc

to be of order 3 Å, 36 Å, and#30 Å for a, b, and g,
respectively. In this same model we obtain a high va
of $600 for rcyrab (given by4kkFlyc2kkFDk2

Fl), which
is consistent with low temperature resistivity data [3,6].

These results show that in contrast to the cuprates,c-axis
transport in Sr2RuO4 is dominated at lowT by sheets (b
andg) for which lc .. cy2 s>6.3 Åd. This condition is
not satisfied for thea sheet which, although it plays little
role in transport, may nevertheless deserve closer stu
Interestingly,lc becomes of ordercy2 when rab and rc

begin to deviate significantly from aT2 form above,25 K
[6]. At still higher T s.100 Kd rab is approximately
linear andrc falls with increasingT , a behavior analo-
gous to that observed in the cuprates. In most cupra
detailed lowT normal state measurements have not be
performed due to the very high upper critical fields. A
exception (and in many ways the cuprate that is m
similar to Sr2RuO4) is Tl2Ba2CuO61d, which has
Hc2s0d , 20 T. The criterionlc . cy2 is never satisfied,
however, and in sharp contrast to the observations
Sr2RuO4 rabsT d has a strong linear component whic
survives to lowT s,1 Kd, and a very unusual non-BCS
form of Hc2sT d [16].

It is striking that both in Tl2Ba2CuO61d and in
Sr2RuO4 at elevated temperatures a number of anomal
properties appear to be correlated with anlc smaller than
the interlayer spacing. In Sr2RuO4, it is possible that
the crossover from “coherent” to “incoherent”c-axis
transport can be tuned to higherT by uniaxial stress or to
lower T via a suitable form of doping.

In conclusion, we have reported the observation
quantum oscillatory phenomena in the layered perovs
oxide Sr2RuO4. All sheets of the Fermi surface, includin
the large ones, have been observed, allowing us to co
late a number of physical properties in a consistent m
ner. Our observations are compatible with a Fermi liqu
s
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description, the applicability of which may be linked wit
coherent interplane transport at low temperatures.
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